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A B S T R A C T

Two cross-modal priming experiments examined two questions about word recognition in foreign-accented speech:
Does accent adaptation occur only for genuine accents markers, and does adaptation depend on language
experience? We compared recognition of words spoken with canonical, genuinely-accented and arbitrarily-accented
vowels. In Experiment 1, an Italian speaker pronounced vowels in English prime words canonically, or by lengthening
/ɪ/ as in a genuine Italian accent (*/tri:k/ for trick), or by arbitrarily shortening /i:/ (*/trɪt/ for treat). Lexical-decision times to
subsequent visual target words showed different priming effects in three listener groups. Monolingual native English
listeners recognized variants with lengthened but not shortened vowels. Bilingual nonnative Italian-English listeners,
who could not reliably distinguish vowel length, recognized both variants. Bilingual nonnative Dutch-English listeners
also recognized both variants. In Experiment 2, bilingual Dutch-English listeners recognized Dutch words with
genuinely- and arbitrarily-accented vowels (spoken by a native Italian with lengthened and shortened vowels
respectively), but recognized words with canonical vowels more easily than words with accented vowels. These
results suggest that adaptation to genuine accent markers arises for monolingual and bilingual listeners alike and can
occur in native and nonnative languages, but that bilinguals can adapt to arbitrary accent markers better than
monolinguals.
& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In 2010, a new restaurant named Eataly opened in New York. The name is a clever wordplay for an Italian eatery; one can almost
hear the supposedly Italian owner pronouncing the name of his or her country of birth. The reason for this is that lengthening the short
vowel /ɪ/ in Italy is typical of an Italian accent in English (see e.g., Duguid, 2008). Listeners' awareness of foreign accents in speech
has received considerable attention in speech research for a number of years (e.g., Flege, Munro, & MacKay, 1995; Munro, Derwing,
& Burgess, 2010). Less attention has been paid to the question of what a foreign accent means for language comprehension (for a
recent review see, Cristia et al., 2012). How does prior language experience shape the way listeners adapt to a foreign accent? And
how important is it for understanding that a speciﬁc accent marker is genuine, and hence consistent with prior experience with that
accent? In the present study, these questions will be addressed through two experiments, one on Italian-accented English and one
on Italian-accented Dutch.
1.1. Adapting to foreign accents
In foreign-accented speech, listeners are confronted with a speech signal that reﬂects language-speciﬁc structures from the
speaker's native language. In the Eataly example, the vowel lengthening of the initial /ɪ/ reﬂects the fact that the only high front vowel
in Italian is the long vowel /i/, whereas English also has short /ɪ/ (e.g., Agard & di Pietro, 1969; Giegerich, 1992). Understanding
⁎
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foreign-accented speech requires the speech-recognition system to adapt to these nonnative pronunciation variations. Research on
the recognition of native pronunciation variations suggests that this may indeed be possible: native listeners can retune their
categories to include phonological variants after brief exposure to variant forms (e.g., Kraljic & Samuel, 2005; Norris, McQueen, &
Cutler, 2003). In these studies, adult native listeners are ﬁrst exposed to words in which one of two sounds is ambiguous (e.g., either
all /s/ or all /f/ sounds in words are realized halfway between /s/ and /f/). In a subsequent test phase, listeners categorize ambiguous
sounds more often as the sound that was ambiguous during exposure (i.e., they make more /f/ responses when, during exposure,
words with /f/ were ambiguous). The perceptual retuning that occurs in the exposure phase also inﬂuences how listeners recognize
other words (McQueen, Cutler, & Norris, 2006); this is thus evidence that the adaptation is beneﬁcial to speech perception, helping
listeners tune in to unusual yet native pronunciations.
The question then is whether the speech-recognition system demonstrates similar beneﬁcial ﬂexibility in response to foreignaccented speech. Note that in the Eataly example the situation is quite different from that in the native-language perceptual retuning
studies. First, listeners do not have to adapt to bad exemplars of a segmental category that do not clearly belong to one category or
another. Instead, they hear good examples of a different segmental category (in the Eataly example the long vowel /i:/) and have to
learn to interpret variant forms which contain that segment in an appropriate way at the lexical level (in the Eataly example interpret
/i:təli/ as Italy). Second, variation in nonnative speech is not restricted to single segments. Instead, the language background of a
nonnative speaker is perceptible on most segments of his or her speech as well as on the suprasegmental level (e.g., Gut, 2012).
This could have a detrimental effect on adaptation, because lexical processing may thus be more difﬁcult in foreign-accented speech
(e.g., Floccia, Butler, Goslin, & Ellis, 2006). Alternatively, however, it could help adaptation. If listeners consider variation as a general
characteristic of nonnative speakers they could be more likely to accommodate to such speakers’ ways of talking as compared to
when they do not consider it a general characteristic.
There is indeed evidence showing that we get better at understanding foreign-accented speech the more we hear it (e.g., Bradlow
& Bent, 2008; Clarke & Garrett, 2004; Sidaras, Alexander, & Nygaard, 2009; but see Floccia et al., 2006). In Clarke and Garrett
(2004), for example, English listeners had to decide whether a visually presented word was part of a sentence they had just heard.
The sentences were either spoken by a Spanish learner of English or by a native speaker of English. While decision times were
initially slower for Spanish-accented sentences, this disadvantage had disappeared when the listeners were tested after one minute
of exposure. Thus listeners can apparently ease into the global foreign accent of a speaker very rapidly. Adaptation furthermore occurs
regardless of a nonnative speaker’s baseline intelligibility, although it takes longer for less intelligible speakers (e.g., Adank, Evans, StuartSmith, & Scott, 2009; Bradlow & Bent, 2008).
1.2. Genuinely-accented vs. arbitrarily-accented pronunciations
Listeners therefore can adapt to foreign-accented speech. But much still remains to be discovered about the nature of this
adaptation. We ask here, for example, whether the genuineness of accent markers inﬂuences the recognition of foreign-accented
words. Research on native speech recognition has shown that listeners succeed in recognizing canonical forms, but often fail to
interpret variant forms correctly. Using a variety of tasks, studies on variation in native speech have shown that word recognition is
not only sensitive to smaller sub-phonetic mismatches (e.g., Andruski, Blumstein, & Burton, 1994; Marslen-Wilson & Warren, 1994;
McQueen, Norris & Cutler, 1999; Whalen, 1991) but also that, in the case of larger phonetic dissimilarity between canonical and
mispronounced sounds, listeners may fail in recognizing the intended word (e.g., Connine, Blasko, & Titone, 1993; Marslen-Wilson,
Moss, & Van Halen, 1996). These studies on native speech, however, used arbitrary variation – that is, the substitution of one
phoneme by another that, though controlled (e.g., in number of mismatching features), was not motivated by phonological processes
within the language in question and was thus unknown to the participants (e.g., /v/ in never was changed to /z/ in Connine et al.,
1993). If the arbitrariness of a mispronunciation matters to listeners, then they should fail to recognize forms in foreign-accented
speech which are arbitrary in the accent they are listening to (e.g., an Italian shortening the stressed vowel in eatery to Itary) but may
succeed if the forms are a genuine feature of that accent (e.g., an Italian lengthening the stressed vowel in Italy to Eataly). Indeed, for
genuine variant forms, Witteman, Weber, and McQueen (2013) have recently shown that listeners can recognize genuine variants
forms when listeners are familiar with the accent or when accent strength is moderate (see also Weber, Broersma, & Aoyagi, 2011).
In order to investigate the role of genuineness further, we compared the recognition of foreign-accented words with genuine accent
markers with that of foreign-accented words with arbitrary accent markers.
1.3. Prior language experience
If listeners can successfully recognize words containing genuine markers of an Italian accent, and fail on words with substitutions
that are arbitrary in an Italian accent, then this would suggest that prior experience with foreign-accented words modulates the
adaptation process. It has been found that long-term experience with native variant forms (acquired outside the laboratory) can
modify phoneme perception. For example, British English listeners who have moved to America learned to correctly interpret the
medial ﬂap in todal as /t/ (thereby recognizing the intended word total), but British listeners with little experience in General American
found it difﬁcult (Scott & Cutler, 1984). Sumner and Samuel (2009) have further shown that listeners experienced with the New York
City dialect recognize words with typical r-dropping more easily than inexperienced listeners do, and Sebastián-Gallés, Echeverría,
and Bosch (2005) found that Catalan listeners who had experience with Spanish-accented Catalan easily recognized Spanishaccented *[ɡəʎeðə] as the intended Catalan [ɡəʎɛðə] ‘bucket’, but treated atypical variants as nonwords.
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If long-term experience with a foreign accent inﬂuences word recognition in a comparable way, then we should ﬁnd that
experienced listeners recognize foreign-accented words more easily than inexperienced listeners. A further prediction is that, for
experienced listeners, genuine accent markers should not hinder word recognition but arbitrary markers may do so. Experience with
nonnative variants, however, differs from experience with native speech. First of all, the amount of experience with native variant
forms usually outweighs the amount of experience with a foreign accent. Furthermore, listeners not only vary in how much exposure
they have had to foreign accents, but also in how much experience with the target language they have. Furthermore, less proﬁcient
second language (L2) listeners are possibly not as efﬁcient as ﬁrst language (L1) listeners in using lexical knowledge (Bradlow &
Bent, 2008; Norris et al., 2003) to guide their interpretation of variant forms. Variant recognition could therefore be more difﬁcult for L2
listeners than for L1 listeners.
But the degree of difﬁculty that an L2 listener might face with foreign-accented speech is likely to depend also on the combination
of languages in question. We know from ofﬂine studies on the intelligibility of foreign accents that L1 listeners ﬁnd L1 speech more
intelligible than L2 speech, but L2 listeners can ﬁnd L2 speech as intelligible as L1 speech, if the L2 in question is their native
language (e.g., Bent & Bradlow, 2003; van Wijngaarden, 2001). A native English listener and a nonnative Dutch listener could thus
ﬁnd native-accented English easier to understand than Italian-accented English, but a nonnative Italian listener could ﬁnd the two
speech forms equally easy. There are at least two reasons for such a difference between nonnative listeners. First, there is familiarity
with the accent (Italian listeners are likely to have heard more Italian-accented English than Dutch listeners have). Second, the
source of the difﬁculty with Italian-accented English for the Dutch (and English) listeners lies in properties of Italian – properties that
may be beneﬁcial for native Italian listeners. For instance, as we have already noted, the /ɪ/-/i:/ contrast is not made in Italian. This
creates problems for Italians when they speak English, but perhaps not when they are listening to Italian-accented English. If they
cannot hear the difference between [ɪ] and [i:], because these vowels are perceptually assimilated to a single high vowel category
(Best, 1995), then they should ﬁnd Eataly and Italy equally easy to recognize. Weber et al. (2011) have indeed shown comparable
effects of perceptual confusability on word recognition by L2 listeners.
In Experiment 1, therefore, we compared monolingual native English listeners' ability to recognize Italian-accented English words
containing /ɪ/ and /i:/ with that of two nonnative listener groups: Italian-English bilinguals and Dutch-English bilinguals. Note that the
three groups differed not only with respect to their native languages but also with respect to another aspect of their linguistic
experience: The listeners in the two nonnative groups were bilinguals, capable of speaking more than one language proﬁciently, but
the native listeners were effectively monolingual. Does becoming bilingual, including developing the ability to recognize multiple types
of speech input, induce greater perceptual ﬂexibility in lexical access? On the one hand, there are some indications that bilingualism
can enhance cognitive ﬂexibility (e.g., Bialystok, 2009; Bialystok & Martin, 2004; but see Paap & Greenberg, 2013), that bilinguals
are ﬂexible in speech production (Grosjean & Miller, 1994), and that bilingual infants show greater ﬂexibility in word learning than
monolingual infants (Mattock, Polka, Rvachew, & Krehm, 2010). On the other hand, bilinguals show no greater ﬂexibility in speech
perception than monolinguals, as indexed by the ability to discriminate the phonetic categories of an unknown language (Werker,
1986). It is thus not clear whether bilinguals will be able to adapt more readily to foreign-accented speech than monolinguals, but it is
of course possible that bilinguals have enhanced ﬂexibility in mapping a variable speech signal onto the mental lexicon even if they
are no better than monolinguals in discriminating unknown speech sounds. We thus asked here if bilinguals are more ﬂexible in word
recognition than monolinguals. If they are, then this advantage should be observable in both languages of the bilinguals. Speciﬁcally,
we asked if bilinguals could recognize foreign-accented words with an arbitrary accent marker more readily than monolinguals in both
their second language (Experiment 1) and in their native language (Experiment 2).

1.4. Design and predictions
Experiment 1 used cross-modal identity priming to examine adaptation to words with genuinely and arbitrarily accented vowels in
listeners with different types of prior linguistic experience. English words with either /ɪ/ or /i:/ in their canonical pronunciation were
selected as targets (e.g., trick or treat). An Italian speaker recorded all these words with canonical vowel length (/trɪk/, /tri:t/) and with
mispronounced vowel length (*/tri:k/, */trɪt/). These recordings were used as primes. They were presented auditorily, and were
⁎
followed immediately by printed targets, to which participants made lexical decisions. Mispronounced primes with /i:/ ( /tri:k/) were
genuine (i.e., typical of an Italian accent); those with /ɪ/ (*/trɪt/) were arbitrary (i.e., atypical of an Italian accent). The design thus
allowed a comparison of the recognition of words with genuinely and arbitrarily accented vowels, as well as a comparison of the
recognition of words with accented and canonical vowels. The materials were presented to monolingual English L1 listeners
(Experiment 1A), bilingual Italian-English L2 listeners (Experiment 1B), and bilingual Dutch-English L2 listeners (Experiment 1C).
The native English listeners in Experiment 1A were familiar with the Italian accent, so facilitated recognition (i.e., faster responses
to targets after related than after unrelated primes) was expected throughout the experiment for words with genuine Italian accent
vowels (e.g., responses to trick faster after */tri:k/ than after an unrelated prime). If monolinguals are relatively inﬂexible listeners, treat
pronounced with an arbitrarily-accented vowel (i.e., */trɪt/) should not facilitate recognition of treat, since although shortening of long
vowels may be an accent marker for other foreign accents in English, it is not for Italian-accented English.
For the nonnative bilingual Italian listeners (Experiment 1B), */tri:k/ with an Italian accent vowel is certainly a familiar form and
should therefore facilitate recognition throughout the experiment. Since Italian listeners cannot reliably distinguish between /ɪ/ and /i:/
(this, after all, is one reason why they make errors in producing vowel length in the ﬁrst place), */trɪt/ with an arbitrarily-accented vowel
may also result in facilitatory priming for this group of listeners.
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Finally, the nonnative bilingual Dutch listeners in Experiment 1C were predicted to show a third pattern of performance. Dutch
listeners can distinguish vowel length (Dutch makes the /ɪ/-/i:/ contrast), and although they may not be very familiar with Italianaccented English, they are likely to have heard some Italian-accented Dutch. If these L1 experiences help with processing an Italian
accent in L2, then Dutch L2 listeners should show priming for forms with genuinely-accented vowels such as */tri:k/. If, in addition,
bilingual listeners are more perceptually ﬂexible than monolingual listeners, the bilingual Dutch participants could (unlike the
monolingual native English participants) also show priming for forms with arbitrarily-accented vowels such as */trɪt/.

2. Experiment 1A
2.1. Method
2.1.1. Participants
Forty-eight native listeners of English were paid to take part. All participants were students at the University of Shefﬁeld, and had no
reported reading or hearing disabilities. Although most of the participants reported having studied two foreign languages in school, only six
stated that they could understand a second language. The foreign languages were mostly French and German and participants started
learning them at school at the age of 11, for on average 4 years. Only one of the participants knew some Italian. None were proﬁcient in a
second language. The listeners, as a group, were thus effectively monolingual. Half of the participants listened to an experimental version
in which all experimental prime words contained the long vowel /i:/ (the genuine accent vowel condition), and the other half listened to a
version in which all experimental prime words contained the short vowel /ɪ/ (the arbitrary accent vowel condition).
2.1.2. Materials
Forty mono- and bisyllabic English words with the short vowel /ɪ/ (e.g., trick) and 40 words with the long vowel /i:/ (e.g., treat) were
chosen as visual target words. Each target was combined with three auditory prime words: a prime with correct vowel length, a prime
with incorrect vowel length, and an unrelated prime. The ﬁrst prime type was the standard pronunciation of the vowel in the target, the
second prime type had lengthened vowels in targets with short /ɪ/ and shortened vowels in targets with long /i:/, and the third prime
type was a word that was phonologically and semantically unrelated to the target (e.g., store for target trick, and odd for target treat).
When the vowel in targets with short /ɪ/ was lengthened (e.g., trick pronounced as */tri:k/), the resulting variant form was typical of an
Italian accent in English (genuine vowel primes), but when the vowel in targets with long /i:/ was shortened (e.g., treat pronounced as
*/trɪt/), the resulting variant was not typical of an Italian accent in English (arbitrary vowel primes). The variant forms never formed
existing English words but were always phonotactically legal. All critical items are listed in Appendix A.
An additional 80 English words containing no /i:/ or /ɪ/ were chosen as ﬁller target words. Twenty of these ﬁllers were paired with primes
that were the correct pronunciations of those words (e.g., target bribe and prime bribe), 20 more were paired with primes that formed
minimal pairs with the ﬁller target words (e.g., target battle and prime bottle), and the remaining 40 ﬁller target words were paired with
unrelated primes. In order to have an equal number of yes and no responses in the lexical decision task, 160 English nonwords were
chosen as ﬁller nonword targets. Again, the nonword ﬁller targets never contained /i:/ or /ɪ/. Nonword ﬁller targets were always paired with
English prime words that either differed in one phoneme from the nonwords (e.g., target barth and prime birth; 80 pairs) or were totally
unrelated (e.g., target brang and prime ghost; 80 pairs). Furthermore, 12 representative target–prime pairs were selected as practice items.
A female native Italian (the second author), who had been living in England for 11 years, was the speaker of the experimental
stimuli; she was highly proﬁcient in English, with a mild to moderate accent in her pronunciation. That is, the Italian background of our
speaker was perceptible on a good number of segments in her speech. She recorded all related target primes both with the correct
vowel length and with the incorrect vowel length, all unrelated target primes, and all ﬁller and practice primes in one session. A native
speaker of English (the third author) was present during the recording session and checked that the speaker produced the vowels as
intended. Multiple tokens were recorded for each item and the best recording of each word was later selected. Acoustical analyses
using Praat (Boersma, 2001) showed that the vowel in words with short /ɪ/ (e.g., trick) was on average 161 ms shorter in the
canonical vowel forms than in the variant vowel forms, while the vowel in words with long /i:/ (e.g., treat) was on average 131 ms
longer in the canonical vowel forms than in the variant vowel forms. Likewise, the ﬁrst three formants at the vowel midpoint differed
reliably for canonical and variants vowel forms, with F1 being lower in long vowels than in short vowels, and both F2 and F3 being
higher for long vowels than for short vowels (see Table 1 for values and statistical analyses of the female speaker in Experiment 1).
Marking the difference between /i:/ and /ɪ/ not just in duration but also spectrally is indeed standard for the English vowel contrast
(e.g., Flege & Bohn, 1997), and the fact that the Italian speaker reliably produced both differences speaks for her proﬁciency
in English. To facilitate comparison, we provide in Table 2 average F1 and F2 values for American English and Italian /i/ vowels
(collapsed over male and female speakers) as they are reported in Strange et al. (2007) and Ferrero, Magno Caldognetto, Vagges,
and Lavagnoli (1978) respectively.
It was decided not to present a mix of primes with short and long vowels to individual participants; listeners would then encounter
correct and incorrect pronunciations of a vowel from the same speaker, which could negatively affect short-term adaptation
(see Kraljic, Samuel, & Brennan, 2008). This meant that genuine vs. arbitrary accent marker was a between-participant factor. Two
versions of the experiment were constructed, one in which all related primes contained long vowels (e.g., /tri:t/ and */tri:k/; genuine
Italian accent vowel) and one in which all related primes contained short vowels (e.g., */trɪt/ and /trɪk/; arbitrary accent vowel). Each version
included all 80 experimental targets presented either with a related or unrelated prime, with items counterbalanced across versions. In the
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Table 1
Average durations (in ms) and formant values (in Hz) at vowel midpoint for canonical and variant vowel forms in Experiment 1.
Canonical vowel form

Variant vowel form

Paired t-test

/ɪ/ words, e.g., trick
Duration
F1
F2
F3

88
474
2340
2897

250
396
2843
3740

⁎⁎⁎
t(39) ¼−19.72
⁎⁎⁎
t(39) ¼8.70 ⁎⁎⁎
t(39) ¼−15.28⁎⁎⁎
t(39) ¼−14.40

/i:/ words, e.g., treat
Duration
F1
F2
F3

238
383
2863
3821

108
457
2422
3006

⁎⁎⁎
t(39) ¼16.42 ⁎⁎⁎
t(39) ¼−10.39
⁎⁎⁎
t(39) ¼12.02⁎⁎⁎
t(39) ¼16.14

⁎⁎⁎

p <.001.

Table 2
Average F1 and F2 values (in Hz) for American English and Italian from Strange et al. (2007) and Ferrero et al.
(1978).
American English

Italian

/ɪ/
F1
F2

516
1958

F1
F2

293
2458

/i/
290
2310

Table 3
Average RTs (in ms) and error rates and standard deviation of error rates (in brackets) for monolingual English L1 listeners in Experiment 1A.
Genuine Italian accent vowel

Related primes
Unrelated primes

Arbitrary accent vowel

Canonical /tri:t/

⁎
Variant /tri:k/

Canonical /trɪk/

⁎
Variant /trɪt/

583 (1.0%, 2.07)
685 (2.3%, 3.29)

618 (0.6%, 1.68)
663 (1.7%, 2.82)

574 (1.0%, 2.54)
662 (1.5%, 2.32)

661 (1.9%, 3.55)
676 (1.9%, 3.55)

genuine accent vowel version, 20 target words with short /ɪ/ (e.g., trick) were presented with their Italian-accented vowel primes (e.g., */tri:k/)
and 20 with their unrelated primes, and 20 target words with long /i:/ (e.g., treat) were presented with their canonical (and accentappropriate) vowel primes (e.g., /tri:t/) and 20 with their unrelated primes. In the arbitrary accent vowel version, 20 target words with
long /i:/ were presented with their arbitrarily-accented vowel primes (e.g., */trɪt/) and 20 with their unrelated primes, and 20 target
words with short /ɪ/ were presented with their canonical vowel primes (e.g., /trɪk/) and 20 with their unrelated primes.
For the two versions, four lists were created to allow each target to be presented once in every condition. Each list began with the practice
trials, and further contained all 80 experimental and 240 ﬁller trials; before each experimental trial there was at least one ﬁller trial. Each list
was presented to an equal number of participants, with the order of trial presentations being different for each participant.
2.1.3. Procedure
Participants were tested one at a time in a quiet room. At the beginning of a session, they received instructions in English
informing them that they would hear an English word, directly after which a real English word or a nonword would appear on the
computer screen in front of them. They were asked to press with their dominant hand a response key labeled “yes” if they thought the
word on the screen was a real English word, and to press with their non-dominant hand a response key labeled “no” if they thought it
was not an existing English word. Participants were asked to respond both as fast and as accurately as possible. After the practice
trials, participants could ask questions before the experiment started.
The experiment was controlled with DMDX software (Forster & Forster, 2003). Auditory stimuli were presented binaurally over
closed headphones, and at their offset the visual stimulus was presented on the computer screen. Reaction times (RTs) were
measured from the onset of the presentation of the visual stimuli. Participants had 3000 ms to respond, and 1000 ms after a key
response the following auditory stimulus was played.
2.2. Results and discussion
Correct responses to targets with RTs shorter than 200 ms and longer than 2000 ms were considered as outliers and were
removed from all subsequent analyses (a total of 11 responses longer than 2000 ms, 0.3% of all experimental trials). The remaining
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native English listeners
160

priming ms
(unrelated - related)

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
canonical /tri:t/ variant */tri:k/ canonical /trIk/
genuine Italian accent vowel

variant */trIt/

arbitrary accent vowel

Fig. 1. Priming effects in ms for monolingual English L1 listeners in Experiment 1A. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

correct RTs and error rates for each condition are presented in Table 3. The native English participants in Experiment 1A made very
few errors, so error rates are not analyzed statistically. Calculated priming effects for the RTs (i.e., the difference in RTs to targets
following unrelated and related primes) for each condition are shown in Fig. 1.
RTs were submitted to Analyses of Variance (ANOVAs) to examine the effects of version (with the two levels genuine and
arbitrary), prime form (with the two levels canonical and variant), and relatedness (with the two levels related and unrelated). Prime
form and relatedness were within-participants and within-items factors, and version was between-participants and between-items.
Overall ANOVAs on RTs showed main effects of prime form (F1[1, 46] ¼16.82, p<.001; F2[1, 78]¼ 16.00, p<.001), and relatedness (F1[1, 46]¼99.65, p<.001; F2[1, 78]¼ 78.39, p <.001), as well as interactions between prime form and version (F1[1, 46]¼10.19,
p<.01; F2[1, 78]¼ 9.46, p<.01), prime form and relatedness (F1[1, 46]¼ 37.41, p<.001; F2[1, 78] ¼17.57, p<.001), and a weak
interaction between relatedness and version (F1[1, 46]¼3.05, p >.08; F2 <1). No other interactions were signiﬁcant.
To further explore the interactions in the RT analyses, separate analyses for prime forms with canonical and variant vowels were
conducted. For canonical vowel forms, there was a main effect of relatedness (F1[1, 46] ¼111.524, p<.001; F2[1, 78]¼47.86,
p<.001), with RTs being overall faster after canonical vowel primes than after unrelated primes, and no interaction between
relatedness and version (F1 and F2 <1). Thus, not surprisingly, there was comparable facilitatory priming for English listeners when
they were presented with English words with long and short vowels, such as trick and treat, being pronounced canonically.
For variant vowel forms, statistical analyses showed a main effect of relatedness (F1[1, 46]¼16.50, p<.001; F2[1,78] ¼ 9.86,
p<.01), as well as a signiﬁcant interaction by participants between relatedness and version (F1[1, 46] ¼4.21, p <.05; F2 <1).
Subsequent paired t-tests showed a facilitatory priming effect for the Italian-accented variant form (i.e., faster RTs to trick after the
Italian-accented prime */tri:k/ than after the unrelated prime; t1[1,23] ¼16.38, p< .001; t2[1,39] ¼5.57, p<.05). Arbitrarily-accented
variant forms, however, did not cause facilitatory priming (i.e., RTs were comparable to treat after */trɪt/ and after the unrelated prime;
t1[1,23] ¼2.31, p>.1; t2[1,39] ¼1.61, p >.2). This suggests that English listeners could easily recognize words with vowel lengthening,
which is a typical characteristic of an Italian accent, but the same was not true in the case of atypical vowel shortening. A likely
reason for English listeners being able to interpret */tri:k/ as trick but not */trɪt/ as treat is familiarity with the Italian accent. There are a
considerable number of residents in the United Kingdom with Italian as the ﬁrst language, and many Italian tourists visit England
regularly. It can be therefore assumed that English listeners are acquainted with the Italian accent and this familiarity with the accent
prevents them from treating vowel shortening such as */trɪt/ for treat as a genuine accent marker of Italian speakers of English. In fact,
when participants were asked after the priming experiment if they could identify the accent of the speaker, Italian and Spanish were
the answers that were given the most. Speciﬁcally, 35% of the native English participants recognized the speaker as Italian, and
overall 46% of them thought the speaker was either Italian or Spanish (note that Spanish, like Italian, does not make the /i:-ɪ/ contrast,
so Spaniards, like Italians, also tend to say /tri:k/ for trick; e.g., Coe, 2001).
Even though Italian-accented */tri:k/ primed the recognition of trick, further analyses showed that this effect was not as strong as
the comparable effect for the canonical pronunciation of trick. That is, there was a signiﬁcant interaction between relatedness and
prime form in a between-participants analysis comparing priming from the canonical forms of words with /i:/ with the genuine-accent
variant forms of the same words (F1[1, 46] ¼6.51, p<.01; F2[1, 78]¼ 3.78, p<.05). Not surprisingly, for native listeners of English, the
canonical pronunciation of trick was recognized more easily than the Italian-accented form.
3. Experiment 1B
In Experiment 1B, we tested the ability of Italian L2 listeners to interpret correctly the canonical and variant vowel forms that had
been used in Experiment 1A. In contrast to listening to your native language, L2 listening is usually more difﬁcult. While parts of this
difﬁculty can be linked to a smaller vocabulary in the L2, to lexical competition from the L1 (Weber & Cutler, 2004), and to less
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experience with hearing and speaking the L2, previous research has shown that L2 perception is in certain cases just not as ﬂexible
as L1 perception is. For example, even after years of experience, certain L2 sound contrasts can remain difﬁcult to distinguish (Bohn
& Munro, 2007), and compensating for phonological variation in L2 can take longer for L2 listeners than for L1 listeners (Darcy,
Peperkamp, & Dupoux, 2007). L2 listeners thus appear to be less efﬁcient in adapting to the pronunciation of a particular speaker,
and at the same time their perceptual difﬁculties can inﬂuence their word recognition abilities perhaps even permanently. However,
when someone listens to an L2 spoken by a nonnative who speaks the same L1 (e.g., an Italian listening to Italian-accented English)
these difﬁculties may be diminished (e.g., Bent & Bradlow, 2003). Italian listeners are of course highly familiar with their own accent,
and this could allow them to interpret Italian-accented variant forms correctly. Furthermore, because Italian listeners have difﬁculties
distinguishing vowel length in English, it is possible that they will even be able to recognize forms with unfamiliar, arbitrarily-accented
vowels correctly (because they may not hear the difference between variant and canonical vowel forms). There may therefore be
priming for both genuine and arbitrary variants for this group of listeners.
3.1. Method
3.1.1. Participants
Thirty-two proﬁcient Italian learners of English participated for a small monetary compensation. Most participants were students at
the University of Shefﬁeld, and none of them reported reading or hearing disabilities. They had all started learning English during their
childhood (mean age ¼ 11 years) and studied it on average for 9 years. They reported that they had been living in an Englishspeaking country for 22 months on average. Eleven of them had learned at least one other foreign language in school (typically
French or German) for an average of 4 years. Half of the participants listened to the experimental version with prime words containing
the long vowel /i:/ (the genuine accent vowel condition), and the other half listened to the version with prime words containing the
short vowel /ɪ/ (the arbitrary accent vowel condition).
3.1.2. Materials and procedure
These were the same as in Experiment 1A.
3.2. Results and discussion
The data from one participant in the genuine accent vowel condition had to be excluded due to technical problems. Furthermore,
24 responses with RTs shorter than 200 ms or longer than 2000 ms (1% of all experimental trials) were considered as outliers and
were removed from the following analyses. RTs for the remaining correct responses and error rates are reported in Table 4, and the
corresponding priming effects for RTs are shown in Fig. 2. Correct RTs and error rates were submitted to ANOVAs comparable to
those in Experiment 1.
Table 4
Average RTs (in ms) and error rates and standard deviation of error rates (in brackets) for bilingual Italian-English L2 listeners in Experiment 1B.
Genuine Italian accent vowel
Canonical /tri:t/

Variant /tri:k/

Canonical /trɪ:k/

⁎
Variant /trɪt/

647 (3.7%, 4.41)
768 (8.6%, 10.13)

700 (4.6%, 7.03)
783 (6.4%, 9.48)

665 (6.3%, 8.26)
800 (9.7%, 7.41)

712 (11.6%, 8.89)
783 (12.8%, 10.32)

native Italian listeners
160
140

priming ms
(unrelated - related)

Related primes
Unrelated primes

Arbitrary accent vowel
⁎

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
canonical /tri:t/ variant */tri:k/ canonical /trIk/
genuine Italian accent vowel

variant */trIt/

arbitrary accent vowel

Fig. 2. Priming effects in ms for bilingual Italian-English L2 listeners in Experiment 1B. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
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As for the English listeners in Experiment 1A, the overall ANOVAs on RTs in Experiment 1B showed main effects of prime form by
participants (F1[1, 29]¼12.32, p<.001; F2[1, 78]¼ 1.05, p<.3), and of relatedness (F1[1, 29] ¼62.86, p<.001; F2[1, 78]¼37.79,
p<.001), as well as an interaction between prime form and relatedness (F1[1, 29] ¼8.42, p<.01; F2 [1, 78]¼ 7.87, p<.01). No other
interactions were signiﬁcant.
Even though the Italian L2 listeners made more errors than the English L1 listeners, error rates were overall still quite low (7.9% on
average), which attests to the proﬁciency of the Italian participants in English. ANOVAs on error rates revealed a main effect of
relatedness (F1[1, 29]¼ 3.72, p>.06; F2[1, 29]¼6.35, p<.02) with fewer errors produced on targets with a related prime than with an
unrelated prime, as well as an interaction by participants between prime form and version (F1[1, 29] ¼6.47, p<.02; F2 <1) that was
driven by a higher rate of errors for targets with variant primes containing a short vowel. Due to the generally quite low error rate, the
errors will not be analyzed further.
Separate RT analyses for the two prime forms revealed main effects of relatedness for both canonical (F1[1, 29]¼90.92, p <.001;
F2[1, 78]¼79.52, p<.001) and variant vowel forms (F1[1, 29]¼ 19.13, p<.001; F2[1, 78]¼ 4.06, p<.05), but no interactions involving
relatedness and version (for canonical vowel forms: F1 & F2 <1; for variant vowel forms: F1 and F2 <1). That is, RTs following
canonical vowel primes and RTs following variant vowel primes were both faster than RTs following unrelated primes, and this
facilitatory priming effect was found for target words with /i:/ and /ɪ/ alike.
Facilitatory priming for both the variant form with an Italian accent vowel */tri:k/ and the variant form with an arbitrarily-accented
vowel */trɪt/ in Experiment 1B speaks for an inﬂuence of perceptual difﬁculties on English word recognition by Italian L2 listeners.
Priming for variant forms that are typical of an Italian accent could in principle reﬂect prior linguistic experience of Italian listeners with
their own accent. Italian listeners have certainly been exposed to Italian-accented English before, either in their own L2 productions
or in those of their fellow countrymen, and through this exposure they could have learned how to interpret Italian-accented words in
English correctly. However, in the case of variant forms with arbitrarily-accented vowels, Italian listeners could not have assembled
experience in the same way, but facilitatory priming was found for these variant forms nevertheless. Italian listeners not only have
difﬁculties producing a contrast in vowel length but also perceiving it (Flege, MacKay, & Meador, 1999). This inability to reliably
distinguish vowel length allowed priming of variants that are not typical of the listeners’ own accent but that are perceptually
confusable with the canonical vowel form.
The direct comparison of priming effects for canonical forms and variant forms (between participants) also provides support for this
perceptual confusability account. While for English listeners in Experiment 1A canonical forms always primed more strongly than
variant forms, for Italian listeners in Experiment 1B there was no signiﬁcant advantage for canonical forms over genuinely accented
variant forms (i.e., the interaction between relatedness and prime form was not signiﬁcant; (F1[1, 29] ¼2.04, p>.1; F2[1, 78] ¼ 1.78,
p>.1). For the arbitrarily accented variant forms, the advantage of canonical forms was also not signiﬁcant (F1[1, 29]¼ 3.70, p>.05;
F2[1, 78] ¼1.98, p>.1).

4. Experiment 1C
If the Italian results indeed reﬂect in part perceptual difﬁculties with distinguishing vowel length, and not a general difference
between how L1 and L2 listeners handle variation in speech, then L2 listeners who can distinguish vowel length should show a
different pattern of results. Dutch learners of English are such a group of listeners, since vowel length is contrastive in Dutch (e.g.,
van der Feest & Swingley, 2011). As with native listeners, therefore, Dutch listeners should have no difﬁculties perceiving the
mispronunciations. Dutch listeners should also be familiar with the Italian accent, although for them the experience will stem mostly
from Italian-accented Dutch and not from Italian-accented English. If it is sufﬁcient to have experience with the Italian lengthening of
short vowels in general rather than being familiar with the Italian accent in the language of the experiment, then we should ﬁnd that for
Dutch listeners, like the English listeners in Experiment 1A, primes with Italian-accented vowels facilitate word recognition.
Furthermore, if becoming a proﬁcient bilingual enhances perceptual ﬂexibility, then the Dutch L2 listeners may also show priming from
primes with arbitrarily-accented vowels (unlike the monolingual native listeners in Experiment 1A, and like the bilingual Italian
listeners in Experiment 1B, but for a different reason).
4.1. Method
4.1.1. Participants
Forty-eight native Dutch listeners proﬁcient in English participated for a small monetary compensation. All participants were
students at the Radboud University Nijmegen and were tested at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen, the
Netherlands. The Dutch listeners had started learning English at the age of 11 years on average, had studied it for 7.5 years on
average, and were proﬁcient in English. All participants had also studied a third and a fourth language at school (typically German
and French) for 5 years on average; only two had studied Italian for one year. Half of the participants were assigned to the genuine
accent condition and half to the arbitrary accent condition.
4.1.2. Materials and procedure
These were the same as before.
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4.2. Results and discussion
The two items gleam and canteen were taken out of the analyses because the majority of participants made errors on them.
Furthermore, 32 responses with RTs shorter than 200 ms or longer than 2000 ms (0.8% of all experimental trials) were considered as
outliers and have been removed from the following analyses. RTs for correct responses and error rates are reported in Table 5;
corresponding priming effects for RTs are shown in Fig. 3. Correct RTs and error rates were again submitted to ANOVAs like those
performed in the earlier experiments.
For Dutch L2 listeners, the RT analyses revealed main effects of prime form by participants (F1[1, 46]¼8.76, p<.01; F2 <1) and of
relatedness (F1[1, 46]¼49.33, p<.001; F2[1, 76] ¼75.85, p <.001). There was furthermore a signiﬁcant interaction between prime
form and relatedness (F1[1, 46]¼ 41.27, p<.001; F2[1, 76] ¼25.16, p<.001). No other interactions were signiﬁcant.
Average error rates of Dutch L2 listeners in Experiment 1C (9.6%) were comparable to error rates of Italian L2 listeners in
Experiment 1B, showing that the Dutch listeners had no substantial problems performing the task in their L2. ANOVAs on error rates
in Experiment 1C revealed no main effect of prime form, but a main effect of relatedness (F1[1, 46]¼5.13, p<.05; F2[1, 76]¼ 3.07,
p>.05) with fewer errors being made to targets following related primes than unrelated primes and an interaction between prime form
and version (F1[1, 46]¼16.59, p ¼.001; F2[1, 76] ¼11.27, p<.001). The errors will not be analyzed further.
As in Experiments 1A and 1B, ANOVAs on RTs were run separately for canonical vowel forms and variant vowel forms, with
relatedness as within-subject factor and version as a between-subject factor. For canonical vowel forms, there was a main effect of
relatedness (F1[1, 46]¼84.16, p<.001; F2[1, 76]¼98.24, p<.001), but no effect of version (F1 and F2 <1) and no interaction between
relatedness and version (F1 <1; F2[1, 76]¼2.203, p >.1). Thus, as for English L1 listeners and Italian L2 listeners, there was
facilitatory priming for Dutch L2 listeners when they were presented with the canonical vowel forms of English words with long and
short vowels such as trick and treat.
For the variant vowel forms in Experiment 1C, there was a signiﬁcant effect of relatedness (F1[1, 46] ¼4.63, p<.05; F2[1, 76] ¼
5.47, p <.05) and no interaction between relatedness and version (F1 and F2 <1). Thus, in contrast to English L1 listeners in
Experiment 1A, Dutch L2 listeners showed priming for variant vowel forms, regardless of whether they were genuinely accented as in
*/tri:k/ or arbitrarily accented as in */trɪt/.
The comparison between versions showed that canonical primes always resulted in stronger facilitatory effects than variant
primes: that is, the interaction between relatedness and prime form was signiﬁcant both when Italian variants were compared to their
canonical counterparts (F1[1,46] ¼ 23.56, p<.001; F2[1,76] ¼ 17.13, p<.001) and when arbitrary variants were compared to their
canonical counterparts (F1[1,46] ¼21.33, p<.001; F2[1,78] ¼ 8.35, p<.01).

Table 5
Average RTs (in ms) and error rates and standard deviation of error rates (in brackets) for bilingual Dutch-English L2 Listeners in Experiment 1C.
Genuine Italian accent vowel
Canonical /tri:t/

Canonical /trɪk/

⁎
Variant /trɪt/

622 (10.6%, 8.38)
733 (12.9%, 9.19)

685 (7.7%, 7.65)
706 (9.8%, 12.37)

638 (5.4%, 7.35)
729 (8.8%, 8.50)

690 (10.4%, 8.19)
724 (11.3%, 6.29)

native Dutch listeners
160
140
120

priming ms
(unrelated-related)

Related primes
Unrelated primes

Arbitrary accent vowel
⁎
Variant /tri:k/

100
80
60
40
20
0
canonical /tri:t/ variant */tri:k/ canonical /trIk/
genuine Italian accent vowel

variant */trIt/

arbitrary accent vowel

Fig. 3. Priming effects in ms for bilingual Dutch-English L2 listeners in Experiment 1C. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
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4.3. Cross-listener and cross-version analyses
A comparison of the results across all three listeners groups (Experiments 1A, 1B, and 1C) was carried out to conﬁrm that there was an
effect of language background on the processing of variant forms. There were effects of prime form (F1[1, 121]¼34.26, p<.001,
F2[1, 232]¼4.90, p<.02), relatedness (F1[1, 121]¼203.82, p<.001, F2[1, 232]¼ 149.90, p<.001), and group (F1[1, 121]¼ 8.31, p<.001,
F2[2, 232]¼30.49, p<.001), as well as an interaction between relatedness and group signiﬁcant by participants (F1[1, 121]¼ 5.24, p<.01,
F2[2, 232]¼ 1.92, p>.1), an interaction between prime form and relatedness (F1[1, 121]¼72.00, p<.001, F2[1, 232]¼39.30, p<.001), and
between prime form, version, and group (F1[1, 121]¼ 4.8, p¼ .01, F2[1, 232]¼3.02, p>.05). Pairwise comparisons between groups
revealed three-way interactions involving prime form, group, and version for the comparison of English L1 listeners versus Italian L2
listeners (F1[1,75]¼9.56, p<.01, F2[1,156]¼3.41, p<.01), for the comparison of English L1 listeners versus Dutch L2 listeners (F1[1,92]¼
3.27, p<.06, F2[1,156]¼ 5.85, p<.05), but not for Italian L2 listeners versus Dutch L2 listeners (F1[1, 75]¼1.90, p >.1, F2 <1). These group
comparisons conﬁrm that English L1 listeners behaved differently from both Italian L2 listeners and Dutch L2 listeners.
To further investigate whether the observed priming effects for variant vowel forms in Experiment 1 were equivalent to those of
canonical vowel forms, comparisons across versions were carried out for the three listener groups. For English listeners in
Experiment 1A, canonical vowel forms were always recognized more easily than variant vowel forms, that is, the interaction between
relatedness and prime form was signiﬁcant, both when canonical /trɪk/ was compared to Italian-accented */tri:k/ (F1[1, 46]¼6.51,
p<.01; F2[1, 78] ¼3.78, p <.05) and when canonical /tri:t/ was compared to arbitrarily-accented */trɪk/ (F1[1, 46]¼ 15.84, p< .001;
F2[1, 78]¼ 6.12, p<.01). For Italian listeners in Experiment 1B, there was neither a signiﬁcant advantage for canonical forms
over genuinely accented variant forms (F1[1, 29] ¼2.04, p >.1; F2[1, 78] ¼1.78, p> .1) nor for the arbitrarily accented variant forms
(F1[1, 29]¼ 3.70, p >.05; F2[1, 78]¼ 1.98, p >.1). For Dutch listeners in Experiment 1C, canonical primes always resulted in stronger
priming than variant primes both for genuinely accented variant forms (F1[1,46] ¼ 23.56, p<.001; F2[1,76] ¼17.13, p<.001) and for
arbitrarily accented variant forms (F1[1,46] ¼21.33, p< .001; F2[1,78] ¼8.35, p<.01).
5. Experiment 2
Experiment 1 suggests that accommodation to genuine pronunciations of words in foreign-accented speech is pervasive. It was
found for monolingual native listeners (Experiment 1A) and for two groups of bilingual non-native listeners, both those who were
native speakers of the same language as the speaker of the experimental materials (Experiment 1B) and those who had a different
native language (Experiment 1C). Adaptation to foreign-accented speech is thus possible in a second language.
Experiment 1 also suggests that nonnative listeners but not native listeners can interpret words with arbitrary accent markers. We have
suggested that the reason why the Italian nonnative listeners showed priming for words with arbitrarily-accented vowels is based on
perceptual confusability (inability to discriminate between the genuine and arbitrary variants). We have also suggested that the Dutch
nonnative listeners showed priming for words with arbitrarily-accented vowels because, as bilinguals, they have greater perceptual
ﬂexibility than monolingual listeners. All of the Dutch participants in Experiment 1C, like the Dutch student population in general, were
bilinguals who speak Dutch natively and English proﬁciently and who also had some ability in other languages. All Dutch children also
receive a great deal of experience from an early age with English, through ﬁlms, television and music (e.g., ﬁlms in the Netherlands are
subtitled, not dubbed). In contrast, the English listeners in Experiment 1A were effectively monolingual (i.e., they were not ﬂuent in any
other language) and had much more limited experience with listening to foreign languages. More extensive life-long experience with
multiple languages could make it easier for listeners to adapt to variation in speech, including arbitrary forms of foreign-accented speech.
There is an alternative explanation for the results with arbitrarily-accented vowels, however. This is simply that the English
listeners, who were performing the task in their native language and hence had had more experience with Italian-accented English
than the Dutch listeners, may have had more detailed knowledge about the accent than the Dutch. The English listeners could have
learned that vowel lengthening is a feature of Italian-accented English, and that vowel shortening is not, and hence were willing to
accept only the words with lengthened vowels as variant pronunciations.
Two hypotheses were therefore tested in Experiment 2: are the differences between the English and Dutch listeners in Experiment
1 (only the latter group showing adaptation to forms with arbitrarily-accented vowels) because the former group, as native speakers,
know more about what counts as a genuine Italian accent or because the latter group have greater perceptual ﬂexibility, arising
from their multilingual experience? Dutch listeners performed a cross-modal priming task that was comparable in design to that in
Experiment 1, but now in their native language Dutch. On the one hand, if there is indeed a difference between adaptation in L1 and
in L2 because only L1 listeners are sensitive to the genuineness of an accent, then we should ﬁnd that Dutch L1 listeners in
Experiment 2 behave like the English L1 listeners in Experiment 1A, that is, they should not adapt to primes with arbitrarily-accented
vowels. On the other hand, if the multilingual experience of Dutch listeners drives their readiness to adapt, then Dutch listeners in
Experiment 2 should adapt both to primes with genuine Italian-accented vowels and to primes with arbitrarily-accented vowels just as
equivalent individuals did, as L2 listeners, in Experiment 1C.
5.1. Method
5.1.1. Participants
Thirty-two native listeners of Dutch participated in Experiment 2 for a small monetary compensation. All participants were students
at the Radboud University in Nijmegen, and had no reported reading or hearing disabilities. They were drawn from the same
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population as that used in Experiment 1C (though none of them had taken part in the earlier study). As in Experiment 1C, all
participants were proﬁcient in English, but also had studied a third and a fourth language at school. None had studied Italian. Half of
the participants listened to an experimental version with genuine Italian-accented Dutch words (i.e., primes containing the long vowel
/i:/), and the other half listened to a version with arbitrarily accented prime words (containing the short vowel /ɪ/).
5.1.2. Materials
The Dutch materials were modeled on the English materials in Experiment 1. That is, 40 Dutch words with short vowel /ɪ/ (e.g.,
prins ‘prince’) and 40 words with long vowel /i:/ (e.g., brief ‘letter’) were chosen as visual target words. Each visual target word was
combined with a prime with correct vowel length, a prime where the vowel in the words with short /ɪ/ was lengthened or the vowel in
words with long /i:/ was shortened, and a phonologically and semantically unrelated prime. When the vowel was lengthened (e.g.,
prins pronounced as */pri:nts/), the resulting variant form was typical of an Italian accent; when the vowel was shortened (e.g., brief
pronounced as */brɪf/) the resulting variant was an arbitrary variation for an Italian speaker. The variant forms never formed existing
Dutch words and were all phonotactically legal in Dutch. All critical items are listed in Appendix B.
As in Experiment 1, an additional 80 words without /i:/ or /ɪ/ were chosen as visual ﬁllers and were paired with primes that
represented the correct pronunciation of the ﬁller word, primes that formed a minimal pair, or primes that were unrelated; 160
nonwords paired with primes that formed a minimal pair or with unrelated primes served as nonword ﬁller items. A further 12 target–
prime pairs were selected as practice items.
The speaker of the Dutch materials was a female native Italian who had been living in the Netherlands for two years. Her
proﬁciency in Dutch was noticeably lower than the English proﬁciency of the speaker in Experiment 1 had been, but she knew the
pronunciation of most of the stimuli. She had a moderate to strong accent in her pronunciation, that is, the Italian background of the
speaker was perceptible on most segments in her speech. Where necessary, a native speaker of Dutch corrected the speaker’s
productions during the recording session. Multiple tokens for each item were recorded, and the best recording was later selected.
Like the Italian speaker in Experiment 1, the speaker in Experiment 2 marked the difference between /i:/ and /ɪ/ not just in duration but
also spectrally, as is indeed standard for the Dutch vowel contrast (Adank, van Hout, & Smits, 2004). As can be seen in Table 6, the
vowel in words with short /ɪ/ (e.g., prins) was on average 108 ms shorter in the canonical vowel forms than in the variant vowel forms,
while the vowel in words with long /i:/ (e.g., brief) was on average 55 ms longer in the canonical vowel forms than in the variant vowel
forms; the ﬁrst three formants at the vowel midpoint also differed reliably for canonical and variant vowel forms, with F1 being lower in
long vowels than in short vowels, and with both F2 and F3 being higher for long than for short vowels.
As in Experiment 1, primes with short and long vowels were presented in two versions of the experiment, one in which all related primes
contained long vowels (e.g., /bri:f/ and */pri:nts/) and one in which all related primes contained short vowels (*/brɪf/ and /prɪnts/).
5.1.3. Procedure
The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1, except for the language of the experiment being Dutch rather than English and
the software to control the experiment being NESU rather than the DMDX.

Table 6
Average durations (in ms) and formant values (in Hz) at vowel midpoint for canonical and variant vowels forms in Experiment 2.

/ɪ/ words, e.g., prins
Duration
F1
F2
F3
/i:/ words, e.g., brief
Duration
F1
F2
F3

Canonical vowel form

Variant vowel form

Paired t-test

94
456
2699
3327

202
415
2910
3635

⁎⁎⁎
t(39) ¼−11.17
⁎⁎⁎
t(39) ¼4.01 ⁎⁎⁎
t(39) ¼−5.39⁎⁎⁎
t(39) ¼−7.09

173
394
2853
3521

119
513
2408
3315

⁎⁎⁎
t(39) ¼5.51 ⁎⁎⁎
t(39) ¼−8.96
⁎⁎⁎
t(39) ¼9.56⁎⁎
t(39) ¼2.69

⁎⁎⁎
⁎⁎

p< .001.
p < .01.

Table 7
Average RTs (in ms) and error rates and standard deviation of error rates (in brackets) for bilingual Dutch-English L1 Listeners in Experiment 2.
Genuine Italian accent vowel

Related primes
Unrelated primes

Arbitrary accent vowel

Canonical /tri:t/

⁎
Variant /tri:k/

Canonical /trɪk/

⁎
Variant /trɪt/

521 (1.9%, 3.47)
588 (3.3%, 4.03)

558 (2.2%, 2.56)
620 (4.1%, 5.15)

534 (1.9%, 1.44)
590 (4.4%, 3.22)

551 (2.0%, 2.91)
587 (1.7%, 1.98)
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native Dutch listeners
160
140

priming ms
(unrelated-related)

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
canonical /tri:t/ variant */tri:k/
genuine Italian accent vowel

canonical /trIk/

variant */trIt/

arbitrary accent vowel

Fig. 4. Priming effects in ms for bilingual Dutch-English L1 listeners in Experiment 2. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

5.2. Results and discussion
Six outliers (0.2% of all experimental trials) were removed from the analyses in a way comparable to Experiment 1. The remaining
correct RTs and error rates for each condition are given in Table 7. Calculated priming effects for the RTs are shown in Fig. 4. RTs and
error rates were submitted to ANOVAs like those in Experiment 1.
Overall ANOVAs on RTs showed for Dutch L1 listeners a main effect of prime form by participants (F1[1, 30]¼ 19.07, p<.001;
F2 <1) and a main effect of relatedness (F1[1, 30] ¼57.04, p<.001; F2[1,78] ¼75.85; p<.001), as well as a signiﬁcant interaction by
participants between prime form and version (F1[1, 30]¼7.80, p<.01; F2[1, 78]¼2.46, p>.1). No other interactions were signiﬁcant.
The average error rates were low (2.6% on average). ANOVAs on error rates in Experiment 2 revealed a signiﬁcant effect of
relatedness (F1[1, 30] ¼5.76, p <.05; F2[1,78] ¼75.85; p<.001) with fewer errors being made following related primes than following
unrelated primes. No other effects in the error analysis were signiﬁcant.
When ANOVAs on RTs were run separately for prime forms, main effects of relatedness were found both for canonical vowel
forms (F1[1, 30]¼ 44.88, p <.001; F2[1,78] ¼ 60.85; p<.001) and for variant vowel forms (F1[1, 30]¼24.53, p<.001; F2[1,78] ¼31.47;
p<.001). Since there were no interactions with version (canonical vowel forms: F1 and F2 <1, variant vowel forms: F1 and F2 <1), this
suggests that recognition of Dutch words with long and short vowels was not only facilitated by hearing canonical vowel forms but
also by hearing genuine- or arbitrarily-accented vowel forms.
In contrast to English L1 listeners in Experiment 1A, Dutch L1 listeners in Experiment 2 recognized arbitrarily accented vowel
forms quite easily. The lack of priming for the arbitrarily accented vowel forms in Experiment 1A could have been either because the
English participants, as native listeners, had detailed knowledge about the accent, or because they, as monolingual listeners, lacked
perceptual ﬂexibility. The results of Experiment 2 support the latter interpretation.
This claim is supported by the ﬁnding that, for the Dutch L1 listeners (unlike the English L1 listeners), priming for genuinely
accented variant forms was as strong as priming for canonical forms. When the genuine Italian variants were compared to their
canonical counterparts (between subjects), there was no interaction between relatedness and prime form (F1 and F2 <1). When,
however, the arbitrary variants were compared to their canonical counterparts, there was a weak interaction between relatedness and
prime form (F1[1,30] ¼ 4.87; p<.05, F2[1,78] ¼ 3.00, p>.09). This possibly suggests that the Dutch L1 listeners' ﬂexibility was still
somewhat restricted by whether the accent was genuine or not, though to a much lesser degree than for the English L1 listeners. No
such interaction had been found for Dutch listeners when they were performing in their nonnative language in Experiment 1C.

6. General discussion
In order to understand foreign-accented speech, listeners must learn to handle non-canonical pronunciations. The present study
investigated to what degree adaptation to foreign accents is constrained by the genuineness of accent markers, and if and how prior
language experience inﬂuences how listeners adapt. In two-cross modal priming studies, L1 and L2 listeners were presented with
auditory primes that were either spoken with canonical vowels, or contained vowel substitutions that were typical or atypical of the
accent of Italian L2 speakers. A genuine (typical) Italian accent marker is lengthening of the short vowel /ɪ/ in English words such as
trick and Dutch words such as prins, and an arbitrary (atypical) accent marker is the shortening of the long vowel /i:/ in English words
such as treat and Dutch words such as brief.
In Experiment 1, English L1 listeners showed priming for variant forms with Italian vowel lengthening (e.g., trick pronounced */tri:k/), but
failed to do so for variant forms with arbitrary vowel shortening (e.g., treat pronounced */trɪt/). Italian L2 listeners accepted both variant
forms and showed facilitatory priming for words with vowel lengthening and for words with vowel shortening. We have argued that this is
because Italians cannot reliably distinguish vowel length. Furthermore, and for the same reason, both types of variant form produced
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priming in the Italian listeners that was as strong as that produced by the canonical pronunciations of these words. Dutch listeners, in
contrast, showed more ﬂexibility in their adaptation to the variant forms: When tested in their L2 English (Experiment 1) and when tested in
their L1 Dutch (Experiment 2), they interpreted both the Italian vowel variants and the arbitrary vowel variants correctly. Furthermore, for the
Dutch listening to L2 English, as for the English L1 listeners (but unlike the Italian L2 listeners), both variant forms were more difﬁcult to
recognize than their canonical counterparts.
Italian listeners interpreted all variant forms correctly, regardless of their authenticity. Even though one can assume that no other
listener group is as familiar with the Italian accent as Italian speakers are, seemingly this did not lead to an advantage of Italian
variants over arbitrary variants. For Italian listeners, however, this insensitivity is almost certainly driven by general perceptual
difﬁculties with distinguishing vowel length (e.g., Flege et al., 1999). Such an inﬂuence of perceptual discrimination abilities is in line
with previous ﬁndings. Weber et al. (2011) have shown that variant forms that are atypical of the L2 listeners’ own accent can still
facilitate word recognition if they are perceptually confusable with the canonical form for the L2 listeners (e.g., Dutch-accented
[pɛnda] is confusable with the canonical English form [pænda] for Japanese listeners and facilitates recognition of panda even though
[pɛnda] is not representative for a Japanese accent). While the perceptual difﬁculties with vowel length were beneﬁcial for the Italian
listeners in the present study (i.e., they interpreted more words correctly than the English L1 listeners did) it can of course quickly turn
into a disadvantage. Italian listeners are likely to erroneously interpret bitch as beach or ﬁt as feet.
In Experiment 1, Dutch L2 listeners adapted to forms with arbitrarily accented vowels but English L1 listeners did not. This could
have implied that L2 listeners are generally less sensitive to the genuineness of a foreign accent than L1 listeners are and therefore
adapt more readily to variant forms that are not typical for the accent of the speaker. But this interpretation was challenged in
Experiment 2, when Dutch listeners also correctly interpreted forms with arbitrarily accented vowels when they were performing in
their native language Dutch. The explanation for the difference between the Dutch and English listeners that we favor, therefore, is
based on the fact that Dutch speakers are highly multilingual, while English speakers often are not. For example, in the IMD world
competitiveness yearbook (IMD, 2011) which ranks the competitiveness of nations based on business and government efﬁciency, the
multilingual language skills of the Dutch are ranked in the top tier while the United Kingdom is ranked considerably lower. Consistent
with these national differences, all Dutch participants in the present study listed at least three foreign languages in the language
background questionnaire, while only 12.5% of the British English participants indicated that they could speak and understand a
foreign language. Multilinguality entails being used to learning new pronunciations but also being used to varying word forms for
highly similar concepts (e.g., minute pronounced as /mɪnɪt/ in English and as /minyt/ in French). These two factors could positively
inﬂuence how easily multilingual listeners can handle variation in foreign-accented speech.
We suggest, therefore, that bilingualism enhances ﬂexibility in spoken-word recognition. The requirement of having to mentally
juggle two (or more) languages has been proposed as the driving force behind the enhanced cognitive control in non-linguistic tasks
shown by bilinguals, including 4-to-5-year-old bilingual children (Bialystok, 2009; Bialystok & Martin, 2004). The need to be able to
switch rapidly between speaking one language and speaking another is likely to be why bilinguals can also switch so rapidly from
producing the phonetic characteristics of one of their languages to producing those of their other language (Grosjean & Miller, 1994).
The present ﬁndings add to evidence that the experience of becoming and remaining bilingual has consequences not only for
ﬂexibility in cognitive control and speech production, but also in speech recognition (for a recent overview on this topic see e.g.,
Bialystok, 2009). Bilingual infants (17-month-olds) can learn words that were produced by speakers of the infants’ two languages
better than monolingual infants (Mattock et al., 2010). This ﬂexibility in how early bilinguals cope with variability in phonetic detail in
lexical processing apparently extends to the late bilinguals studied here, in the way they deal with the phonetic variability inherent in
foreign-accented speech. Although bilinguals appear not to be better than monolinguals in discriminating the phonetic categories of
an unknown language (Werker, 1986), this may simply suggest that there are limitations on the perceptual ﬂexibility of bilinguals.
It may be that experience with different pronunciations (within and between languages) leads to greater ﬂexibility in mapping those
variable signals onto the mental lexicon, but not to enhancements in the ability to discriminate unknown phonetic categories. The
prior experience of the bilinguals is, after all, with variation within established phonological systems, and not with novel phonetic
contrasts.
Note that Maye, Aslin, & Tanenhaus (2008) tested American listeners' ability to adapt to English words with front vowel lowering
(e.g., witch pronounced as /wɛtʃ/), and found that American listeners more readily accepted variant forms with lowered vowels as
words after having listened to a 20-min story with front vowel lowering. Thus, even though American listeners, just like British English
listeners, are probably less multilingual than Dutch listeners are, they nevertheless adapted to variant pronunciations during the
course of an experiment. This does not contradict our results for arbitrary forms, however, for two reasons. First, the exposure phase
in Maye et al. (2008) was considerably longer than our experiment was. Second, the accent in Maye et al. was modeled on a familiar
regional dialect of American English and so was not an arbitrary change. Nevertheless, it is important to note that we are not arguing
that monolingual listeners are unable to adapt to arbitrary forms of foreign-accented speech, only that bilingual (and multilingual)
listeners have greater perceptual ﬂexibility.
This ﬂexibility hypothesis suggests that broad linguistic experience (as measured, e.g., by how many languages one can
understand) shapes the plasticity of the speech-perception system. The results of Experiment 1A indicate a more speciﬁc effect of
prior linguistic experience on interpretation of variant pronunciations. Recall that there was a difference between the two types of
variant: Words with arbitrarily accented vowels did not facilitate word recognition for L1 English listeners while words with genuinely
accented vowels did. Lack of experience with the arbitrarily accented vowel words could either be because none of the prevailing
foreign accents in England happens to shorten the long vowel /i:/ and therefore English listeners are in general not familiar with vowel
shortening, or more particularly because speakers of the well-known Italian accent typically do not shorten long vowels. The present
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study cannot disentangle these two possibilities, although it is known that speakers of a variety of accents typically confuse long and
short vowels (see e.g., Flege, Bohn, & Jang, 1997), but it does suggest that linguistic experience within monolingual listener groups
also shapes perceptual ﬂexibility.
The English canonical vowel forms were always recognized more easily than the variant forms, even when the variant forms
themselves signiﬁcantly facilitated target word recognition (e.g., for English L1 listeners, both */tri:k/ and /trɪk/ facilitated recognition of
trick, but canonical /trɪk/ primed more strongly). Only the Italian L2 listeners had no advantage for the canonical English forms, but
that is most probably because they had perceptual difﬁculties with vowel length. The L1 Dutch listeners in Experiment 2 did not show
this canonical advantage, we would argue because of their greater ﬂexibility arising from their experience as bilingual speakers.
The fact that English L1 listeners recognized canonical forms more easily than variant forms is in line with research on L1 word
recognition in dialects (e.g., Maye et al., 2008; Sumner & Samuel, 2009), on intelligibility of foreign accents for L1 listeners (e.g., Bent
& Bradlow, 2003; van Wijngaarden, 2001), and on recognition of words with multiple pronunciation variants (e.g., McLennan, Luce, &
Charles-Luce, 2003; Pitt, Dilley, & Tat, 2011; Ranbom & Connine, 2007). Canonical forms can be recognized faster even when variant
forms occur more frequently than those canonical forms in everyday speech (e.g., Connine, Ranbom, & Patterson, 2008). We note,
however, that some studies have not found an advantage for canonical forms (e.g., Gow, 2001, 2002), and even that some studies
have found a canonical advantage on only some measures (e.g. an advantage in long-term but not immediate processing; Sumner &
Samuel, 2005). It thus appears that the presence of a canonical advantage may depend on both the nature of the pronunciation
variant and the task used to assess it. The present ﬁndings suggest that there is such an advantage in immediate priming with
foreign-accented speech, and that its presence may also depend on the nature of the participants: Bilingual Dutch listeners,
processing Dutch, appear to show no canonical advantage, whereas monolingual English listeners do when they are processing
English.
For L2 listeners, we know only from ofﬂine intelligibility studies that L2 listeners can ﬁnd foreign-accented speech as intelligible as
native speech, and some studies have even found that L2 listeners ﬁnd foreign-accented speech from speakers with varying
language backgrounds equally intelligible (e.g., Bent & Bradlow, 2003; Munro et al.,2010; van Wijngaarden, 2001; van Wijngaarden,
Steeneken, & Houtgast, 2002), although others studies have failed to ﬁnd effects of mutual intelligibility of foreign-accented speech
(e.g., Leikin, Ibrahim, Eviatar, & Sapir, 2009; Stibbard & Lee, 2006). The results of Italian and Dutch L2 listeners in the present study
can help to qualify the above ﬁndings on intelligibility as they suggest that there is no advantage for canonical forms in L2 processing
when listeners have perceptual difﬁculties discriminating canonical forms and variant forms (i.e., the Italians), but that there is a clear
advantage of canonical forms for L2 listeners who do not have perceptual discrimination difﬁculties (i.e., the Dutch). An advantage of
canonical forms for L2 listeners is not self-evident; L2 listeners who had learned the second language while being resident in their
native country (as the Dutch L2 listeners in the present study had) probably encountered accented forms early and plentifully during
L2 acquisition.
7. Conclusion
We draw three conclusions about adaptation to foreign-accented speech. First, and most generally, listeners can accommodate to
accent characteristics, as demonstrated by their ability to recognize English words spoken with Italian accented vowels (e.g., trick
pronounced */tri:k/). Thus the fact that the language background of a nonnative speaker is perceptible on most segments of his or her
speech does not hinder accommodation to speciﬁc accent characteristics. Second, this ability is not limited to native listeners. In spite
of the fact that processing in L2 is generally more difﬁcult and slower than in L1, nonnative Italian and Dutch listeners were also able
to recognize the English words with Italian accented vowels. In addition, the nonnative Dutch listener data suggest that experience
with foreign-accented speech in one language (i.e., Italian-accented Dutch) can lead to beneﬁts in recognizing accented words in
another language (Italian-accented English). Long-term prior experience with accented speech thus establishes a phonetic-to-lexical
mapping that can be applied not only to new speakers of that accent (as previously shown by Witteman et al., 2013) but also to
speakers of similar accents in other languages. Third, long-term experience with multiple languages (and probably also with multiple
accents) plays another role in determining the ﬂexibility of listeners’ responses to foreign-accented speech. The Dutch listeners, who
were Dutch-English bilinguals, were able to adapt to and hence recognize the arbitrarily-accented words (e.g., treat pronounced */trɪt/),
and could do so in both their languages; the monolingual English listeners did not adapt to these words. We suggest that bilingualism
enhances ﬂexibility in the phonetic-to-lexical mapping that is required for listeners to be able to recognize words in different types of
foreign-accented speech.
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Table A1
English experimental stimuli used in Experiment 1.
Targets with /i/

Canonical prime

Arbitrarily-accented prime

Unrelated prime

ACHIEVE
BEAST
BEEF
BEETLE
BREATHE
CANTEEN
CHEESE
CHIEF
CLEAN
CONCEAL
CREAM
DREAM
EAGLE
FEED
FREEDOM
GLEAM
GREEK
GRIEF
LEAF
LEAGUE
NEED
ORDEAL
PEANUT
PLEAD
PLEASE
PREACH
PRIEST
SCREEN
SEASON
SEIZE
SLEEVE
SPEECH
SPEED
SQUEEZE
STREET
SWEEP
SWEET
TEACHER
TREAT
WEED

/ə'ʧiːv/
/'biːst/
/'biːf/
/'biːtl/
/'briːð/
/kæn'tiːn/
/'ʧiːz/
/'ʧiːf/
/'kliːn/
/kən'siːl/
/'kriːm/
/'driːm/
/'iːɡl/
/'ﬁːd/
/'friːdəm/
/'ɡliːm/
/'ɡriːk/
/'ɡriːf/
/'liːf/
/'liːɡ/
/'niːd/
/ɔː'diːl/
/'piːnʌt/
/'pliːd/
/'pliːz/
/'priːʧ/
/'priːst/
/'skriːn/
/'siːzn/
/'siːz/
/'sliːv/
/'spiːʧ/
/'spiːd/
/'skwiːz/
/'striːt/
/'swiːp/
/'swiːt/
/'tiːʧə/
/'triːt/
/'wiːd/

/ə'ʧɪv/
/'bɪst/
/'bɪf/
/'bɪtɪ/
/'brɪð/
/kæn'tɪn/
/'ʧɪz/
/'ʧɪf/
/'klɪn/
/kən'siːl/
/'krɪm/
/'drɪm/
/'ɪɡɪ/
/'fɪd/
/'frɪdəm/
/'ɡlɪm/
/'ɡrɪk/
/'ɡrɪf/
/'lɪf/
/'lɪɡ/
/'nɪd/
/ɔː'dɪl/
/'pɪnʌt/
/'plɪd/
/'plɪz/
/'prɪʧ/
/'prɪst/
/'skrɪn/
/'sɪzn/
/'sɪz/
/'slɪv/
/'spɪʧ/
/'spɪd/
/'skwɪz
/'strɪt/
/'swɪp/
/'swɪt/
/'tɪʧə/
/'trɪt/
/'wɪd/

wagon
womb
ward
writer
poem
master
phase
rush
mute
notion
bird
round
afford
mood
bramble
cage
climb
wipe
pram
juice
trunk
yellow
burden
sign
south
corn
strike
cross
brother
coast
youth
chap
lover
pride
ape
draft
rain
meadow
odd
screw

Targets with /ɪ/

Canonical prime

Italian accented prime

Unrelated prime

BILL
BRIDGE
BRING
BUILD
CHILL
CHIN
CLIFF
DISH
FRINGE
GIGGLE
GIVE
GUILT
KISS
LISTEN
MIDDLE
MILK
NIPPLE
PINCH
PREDICT
QUICK
SHIFT
SHRINK
SING
SINGLE
SKIN
SPLIT
SPRINKLE
STIFF
SWIFT
THICK
TRICK
TRIGGER

/'bɪl/
/'brɪʤ/
/'brɪŋ/
/'bɪld/
/'ʧɪl/
/'ʧɪn/
/'klɪf/
/'dɪʃ/
/'frɪnʤ/
/'ɡɪɡɪ/
/'ɡɪv/
/'ɡɪlt/
/'kɪs/
/'lɪsn/
/'mɪdl/
/'mɪlk/
/'nɪpl/
/'pɪnʧ/
/prɪ'dɪkt/
/'kwɪk/
/'ʃɪft/
/'ʃrɪŋk/
/'sɪŋk/
/'sɪŋɡl/
/'skɪn/
/'splɪt/
/'sprɪŋkl/
/'stɪf/
/'swɪft/
/'θɪk/
/'trɪk/
/'trɪɡə/

/'biːl/
/'briːʤ/
/'briːŋ/
/'biːld/
/'ʧiːl/
/'ʧiːn/
/'kliːf/
/'diːʃ/
/'friːnʤ/
/'ɡiːɡl/
/'ɡiːv/
/'ɡiːlt/
/'kiːs/
/'liːsn/
/'miːdl/
/'miːlk/
/'niːpl/
/'piːnʧ/
/priː'dɪkt/
/'kwiːk/
/'ʃiːft/
/'ʃriːŋk/
/'siːŋk/
/'siːŋɡl/
/'skiːn/
/'spliːt/
/'spriːŋkl/
/'stiːf/
/'swiːft/
/'θiːk/
/'triːk/
/'tri:ɡə/

palm
dull
scale
tongue
bible
slight
broke
block
pike
contract
giant
sharp
yard
storage
expense
joke
journal
laid
danger
wild
taught
host
brain
narrow
folk
craft
silence
ranch
uncle
ﬂash
store
handsome
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Table A1 (continued )
Targets with /i/

Canonical prime

Arbitrarily-accented prime

Unrelated prime

TWIN
TWITCH
WHISTLE
WING
WISH
WITCH
WRINKLE
WRIST

/'twɪn/
/'twɪʧ/
/'wɪsl/
/'wɪŋ/
/'wɪʃ/
/'wɪʧ/
/'rɪŋkl/
/'rɪst/

/'twiːn/
/'twiːʧ/
/'wiːsl/
/'wiːŋ/
/'wiːʃ/
/'wiːʧ/
/'riːŋkl/
/'riːst/

rice
crop
thyroid
trust
barn
ale
northern
blonde

Appendix B
See Table B1.

Table B1
Dutch experimental stimuli used in Experiment 2.
Targets with /i/

Canonical prime

Arbitrarily-accented prime

Unrelated prime

ADVIES
ANTIEK
BIER
BIZON
BRIEF
DIENST
DIER
FIETS
KIES
KIEZEL
KIEZEN
KWARTIER
LIEF
MANIER
MIER
MOTIEF
MYTHE
NIER
NIEZEN
PANIEK
PAPIER
PIEPEN
PLEZIER
PUBLIEK
RIEM
SCHIETEN
SERVIES
SIERAAD
SIERLIJK
SPIER
STATIEF
STIER
TEXTIEL
TITEL
VENTIEL
VERDRIET
VIERKANT
VIRUS
VRIEZEN
ZIEKTE

/ɑt'ﬁːs/
/ɑn'tiːk/
/'biːr/
/'biːzɔn/
/'briːf/
/'diːnst/
/'diːr/
/'ﬁːts/
/'kiːs/
/'kiːzəl/
/'kiːzə/
/kwɑr'tiːr/
/'liːf/
/maː'niːr/
/'miːr/
/moː'tiːf/
/'miːtə/
/'niːr/
/'niːzə/
/paː'niːk/
/paː'piːr/
/'piːpə/
/plə'ziːr/
/pyː'bliːk/
/'riːm/
/'sxiːtə/
/sɛr'viːs/
/'siːraːt/
/'siːrlək/
/'spiːr/
/staː'tiːf/
/'stiːr/
/tɛk'stiːl/
/'tiːtəl/
/vɛn'tiːl/
/vər'driːt/
/'viːrkɑnt/
/'viːrʏs/
/'vriːzə/
/'ziːktə/

/ɑt'fɪs/
/ɑn'tɪk/
/'bɪr/
/'bɪzɔn/
/'brɪf/
/'dɪnst/
/'dɪr/
/'fɪts/
/'kɪs/
/'kɪzəl/
/'kɪzə/
/kwɑr'tɪr/
/'lɪf/
/maː'nɪr/
/'mɪr/
/moːtɪf/
/'mɪtə/
/'nɪr/
/'nɪzə/
/paː'nɪk/
/paː'pɪr/
/'pɪpə/
/plə'zɪr/
/pyː'blɪk/
/'rɪm/
/'sxɪtə/
/sɛr'vɪs/
/'sɪraːt/
/'sɪrlək/
/'spɪr/
/staː'tɪf/
/'stɪr/
/tɛk'stɪl/
/'tɪtəl/
/vɛn'tɪl/
/vər'dɪt/
/'vɪrkɑnt/
/'vɪrʏs/
/'vrɪzə/
/'zɪktə/

fornuis
meloen
huid
hulde
kers
teer
kroeg
snor
homp
lotto
emmer
steunen
spuit
peper
wraak
censuur
afwas
juk
erker
majoor
talent
stekel
abdij
slapen
kaft
ijzer
kameel
dokter
plaksel
vak
boeket
oogst
roman
maaltijd
tapijt
acteur
bloesem
bamboe
foto
modder

Targets with /I/

Canonical prime

Italian-accented prime

Unrelated prime

APRIL
BACIL
BASSIST
BEWIND
BLIK
BLIKSEM
BLIND
CIRKEL
CONFLICT
CURSIST

/ɑ'prɪl/
/baː'sɪl/
/bɑ'sɪst/
/bə'wɪnt/
/'blɪk/
/'blɪksəm/
/'blɪnt/
/'sɪrkəl/
/kɔn'ﬂɪkt/
/kʏr'sɪst/

/ɑ'priːl/
/baː'siːl/
/bɑ'siːst/
/bə'wiːnt/
/'bliːk/
/'bliːːksəm/
/'mliːnt/
/'siːrkəl/
/kɔn'ﬂiːkt/
/kʏr'siːst/

buro
soldaat
factuur
toneel
staan
eikel
rouw
hertog
sopraan
tabak
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Table B1 (continued )
Targets with /i/

Canonical prime

Arbitrarily-accented prime

Unrelated prime

DELICT
DICHT
DING
FILM
GEDICHT
GRAVIN
HITTE
INHOUD
INKT
KLIMMEN
KLINKER
KLIP
KNIKKER
KOKKIN
KRING
LIFT
MIST
NARCIS
PINDA
PRINS
PUPIL
RIMPEL
RITS
STILTE
TOERIST
VERSTRIKT
VINGER
WINKEL
WINTER
ZILVER

/deː'lɪkt/
/'dɪxt/
/'dɪŋ/
/'fɪlm/
/xə'dɪxt/
/xraː'vɪn/
/'hɪtə/
/'Inhɑut/
/'Iŋkt/
/'klɪmə/
/'klɪŋkər/
/'klɪp/
/'knɪkər/
/kɔ'kɪn/
/'krɪŋ/
/'lɪft/
/'mɪst/
/nɑr'sɪs/
/'pɪndaː/
/'prɪns/
/pyː'pɪl/
/'rɪmpəl/
/'rɪts/
/'stɪltə/
/tuː'rɪst/
/vər'strɪkt/
/'vɪŋər/
/'wɪŋkəl/
/'wɪntər/
/'zɪlvər/

/deː'liːkt/
/'diːxt/
/'diːŋ/
/'ﬁːlm/
/xə'diːxt/
/xraː'viːn/
/'hiːtə/
/'iːnhɑut/
/'iːŋkt/
/'kliːmə/
/'kliːŋkər/
/'kliːp/
/'kniːkər/
/kɔ'kiːn/
/'kri:ŋ/
/'liːft/
/'miːst/
/nɑr'siːs/
/'piːndaː/
/'priːns/
/pyː'piːl/
/'riːmpəl/
/'riːts/
/'stiːltə/
/tuː'riːst/
/vər'striːkt/
/'viːŋər/
/'wiːŋkəl/
/'wiːntər/
/'ziːlvər/

buffet
jas
kruis
schuin
pastoor
dolﬁjn
mosterd
lasso
luik
omroep
huren
hand
wortel
natuur
hok
markt
koorts
galop
rooster
storm
framboos
stempel
herfst
kaneel
lakei
bestuur
koepel
matroos
keuren
pleister
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